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What is Neural Machine Translation?
NEURAL MACHINE TRANSLATION
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Topics: Attention-based Model
• Encoder: Bidirectional RNN

• A set of annotation vectors

• Attention-based Decoder
(1)Compute attention weights

(2)Weighted-sum of the annotation vectors

(3)Use      instead of 
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What can we expect from NMT?

WMT’15 EN-DE
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Large Target Vocabulary 
+ OOV replacement 
(Jean et al., 2015)

BPE-based sub words 
(Sennrich et al., 2015)

Large Target Vocabulary  
+ OOV replacement 

+ Ensemble 
(Jean et al., 2015)

BPE-based sub words 
+ Monolingual corpus 

(Sennrich et al., 2015a)

BPE-based sub words 
+ Monolingual corpus 

+ Ensemble 
(Sennrich et al., 2015a)

Syntax-based MT 
(Sennrich & Haddow, 2015)

What can we expect from NMT?
Adequacy vs. Fluency in WMT16 Evaluation

Adequacy Fluency
+1% +13%
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Figure: WMT16 direct assessment results
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Human Evaluation in TraMOOC

comparison of NMT and PBSMT for EN!{DE,EL,PT,RU}
direct assessment:

NMT obtains higher fluency judgment than PBSMT: +10%
NMT only obtains small improvement in adequacy judgment: +1%

post-editing:
NMT reduces technical effort (keystrokes): -13%
small reduction in post-editing time: -4%

! NMT errors more difficult to identify

Error Annotation
category SMT NMT difference
inflectional morphology 2274 1799 -21%
word order 1098 691 -37%
omission 421 362 -14%
addition 314 265 -16%
mistranslation 1593 1552 -3%
"no issue" 449 788 +75%
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(Sennrich, 2017)

NMT vs. PBMT: An extended test [Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2016a]

Experimental Setup
Training and test drawn from UN corpus

Multi-parallel, 11M lines
Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian, Spanish

Use only parallel data, evaluate with BLEU on 4000 sentences
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BLEU

(Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2016)

NMT now state-of-the-art
PROMT-rule 22.3 1
amu-uedin 25.3 2-4
online-B 23.8 2-5
uedin-nmt 26.0 2-5
online-G 26.2 3-5
NYU-UMontreal 23.1 6
jhu-pbmt 24.0 7-8
LIMSI 23.6 7-10
online-A 20.2 8-10
AFRL-MITLL-phr 23.5 9-10
AFRL-MITLL-verb 20.9 11
online-F 8.6 12

WMT16 EN!RU

amu-uedin 29.1 1-2
online-G 28.7 1-3
NRC 29.1 2-4
online-B 28.1 3-5
uedin-nmt 28.0 4-5
online-A 25.7 6-7
AFRL-MITLL-phr 27.6 6-7
AFRL-MITLL-contrast 27.0 8-9
PROMT-rule 20.4 8-9
online-F 13.5 10

WMT16 RU!EN

uedin-pbmt 23.4 1-4
online-G 20.6 1-4
online-B 23.6 1-4
UH-opus 23.1 1-4
PROMT-SMT 20.3 5
UH-factored 19.3 6-7
uedin-syntax 20.4 6-7
online-A 19.0 8
jhu-pbmt 19.1 9

WMT16 FI!EN

online-G 15.4 1-3
abumatra-nmt 17.2 1-4

online-B 14.4 1-4
abumatran-combo 17.4 3-5

UH-opus 16.3 4-5
NYU-UMontreal 15.1 6-8

abumatran-pbsmt 14.6 6-8
online-A 13.0 6-8
jhu-pbmt 13.8 9-10

UH-factored 12.8 9-12
aalto 11.6 10-13

jhu-hltcoe 11.9 10-13
UUT 11.6 11-13

WMT16 EN!FI
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pure
NMT

NMT
com-
ponent



NMT in Production
NMT in Production
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NMT in Action (Yesterday in Tallin)

spoken Estonianlive translation to English

What is the secret of NMT?

Representation
Learning

Symbolic vs. Continuous Representations

walk
go
went
run
running
house

000001
000010
000100
001000
010000
100000

one-hot encoding

walk
go

went

run
running

house
building

jump

geometric abstractions vector space

walk
go
go
run
run
house

VB
VB
VB past
VB
VB gerund
NN

symbolic abstractions



Beyond Words: Represent Sentences

Summary vector

Last encoder hidden-state “summarises” source sentence
With multilingual training, we can potentially learn
language-independent meaning representation

[Sutskever et al., 2014]
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[Sutskever et al., 2014]

Coming Back to Machine Translation

meaning

un
de

rs
ta

nd
in

g speaking

source language target languagehuman languages

Models
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3.3 Synchronous Context Free Grammar (SCFG) 

      SMT systems often produce ungrammatical and disfluent translation hypotheses. 

This is mainly because of language models that only look at local contexts (n-gram 

models). Syntax-based approaches to machine translation aim at fixing the problem of 

producing such disfluent outputs. Such syntax-based systems may take advantage of 

Synchronous Context Free Grammars (SCFG): mappings between two context free 

rules that specify how source language phrase structures correspond to target language 

phrase structures. For example, the following basic rule maps noun phrases in the 

source and target languages, and defines the order of the daughter constituents (Noun 

and Adjective) in both languages. 

 

NP::NP [Det ADJ N] Æ [Det N ADJ] 

 

This rule maps English NPs to French NPs, stating that an English NP is constructed 

from daughters Det, ADJ and N, while the French NP is constructed from daughters 

Det, N and ADJ, in this order. Figure 3a demonstrates translation using transfer of such 

derivation trees from English to French using this SCFG rule and lexical rules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 3a – translation of the English NP “The  red  house”  into  the  French  NP  

“La  maison  rouge”  using  SCFG 

N Æ house 
ADJ Æ red 
Det Æ the 
NP Æ Det ADJ N 
 

N Æ maison 
ADJ Æ rouge 
Det Æ la 
NP Æ Det N ADJ 
 

la maison rouge 

Det N ADJ 

NP 

the red house 

Det ADJ N 

NP 

VP → PP[+Goal] V  ⇒  VP → V 

expert-driven
(instruction-based) data-driven

(example-based)

Data-Driven Machine Translation

Hmm, every time he sees 
“banco”, he either types 
“bank” or “bench”  but if 
he sees “banco de ”,
he always types “bank”, 
never “bench” 

Man, this is so boring.

Translated documents

Phrase-Based Machine Translation
Extracting Phrase Translation Rules
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(illustration by Philip Williams and Philipp Koehn)

Training:
• extract all phrase pairs
• count their frequencies
• estimate translation 

likelihoods
source
language

target
language

link between
words

extracted
phrase pair

Syntax-Based Machine Translation
Rules with Context
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(illustration by Philip Williams and Philipp Koehn)

probabilistic
synchronous

grammars

substituting syntactic sub-trees



Representations in MT

understanding sp
ea

ki
ng

source language target language

meaning

Neural MT

SMT

HIERO
syntax MT

it’s all
symbolic
(disambiguation 
may be based 
on statistics)

non-symbolic
representations
(dense distributed 
continuous vector 
representations)

Encoder-Decoder Neural MT

La croissance économique a relanti ces dernières années .

Economic growth has slowed down in recent years .

[z1, z2, z3,…,zd]

Encode

Decode

(Example from Kyunghyun Cho et. al: “On the Properties of Neural Machine Translation: Encoder–Decoder Approaches”)

sequence of d 
real numbers

Neural MT In More Details ...

source word embedding

recurrent neural network

recurrent neural network

target word embedding

input words

output words

the input 
summarized 

in one vector

https://devblogs.nvidia.com/parallelforall/introduction-neural-machine-translation-gpus-part-2/

A bit of Background
A Simple Neural Network Classifier

x1

x2

x3

...

x

n

g(w · x+ b) y

y > 0

y <= 0

x is a vector input, y is a scalar output
w and b are the parameters (b is a bias term)
g is a non-linear activation function
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A single neuron

input vector x
output scalar y

parameters w (weights) and b (bias)
non-linear activation function g



Activation Functions

Activation functions

desirable:
differentiable (for gradient-based training)
monotonic (for better training stability)
non-linear (for better expressivity)

�3.0 �2.0 �1.0 1.0 2.0 3.0

�1.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

x

y

identity (linear)
sigmoid

tanh
rectified linear unit (ReLU)
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Recurrent Networks

Encoder-Decoder for Translation

s1 s2 s3 s4 s5

y1 y2 y3 y4 y5

of course john has fun

h1 h2 h3 h4

x1 x2 x3 x4

natürlich hat john spaß

Decoder

Encoder

Sennrich, Haddow Neural Machine Translation 27 / 109

encoded
sentence

hidden units with the same weight matrix

Decoder
Encoder-Decoder for Translation

s1 s2 s3 s4 s5

y1 y2 y3 y4 y5

of course john has fun

h1 h2 h3 h4

x1 x2 x3 x4

natürlich hat john spaß

Decoder

Encoder
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encoded
sentence

Gated Memory Units

Problem: Vanishing gradients
Solution: Gates that control information flowRNN variants

gated units
alternative to plain RNN
sigmoid layers � act as “gates” that control flow of information
allows passing of information over long time
! avoids vanishing gradient problem
strong empirical results
popular variants:

Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) (shown)
Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)

Christopher Olah http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/

Sennrich, Haddow Neural Machine Translation 23 / 109

Long-Short-Term-Memory Units (LSTMs)



The whole picture once again ...

source word embedding

recurrent neural network

recurrent neural network

target word embedding

input words

output words

the input 
summarized 

in one vector

https://devblogs.nvidia.com/parallelforall/introduction-neural-machine-translation-gpus-part-2/

Wait A Minute …

One vector is not enough.
If we insist on representing each discourse argument
as a single vector, we lose the ability to track
references across the discourse.

Or to put it another way...

You can't cram the meaning 
of a whole %&!$# sentence 
into a single $&!#* vector!

Jacob Eisenstein: From Distributed Semantics to Discourse, and Back

(From Ray Mooney: “Semantic Parsing: Past, Present, and Future”, slide from Jacob Eisenstein)

Simple Encoder-Decoder Does Not Scale

https://devblogs.nvidia.com/parallelforall/introduction-neural-machine-translation-gpus-part-3/
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attention +

bidirectional 
RNN



Encoder-Decoder with Attention

h1 h2 h3 h4

x1 x2 x3 x4

natürlich hat john spaß

+

s1 s2 s3 s4 s5

y1 y2 y3 y4 y5

of course john has fun

0.7
0.1 0.1

0.1

Decoder

Encoder
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Left-to-right Decoding Left-to-right DecodingEncoder-Decoder with Attention

h1 h2 h3 h4

x1 x2 x3 x4

natürlich hat john spaß

+

s1 s2 s3 s4 s5

y1 y2 y3 y4 y5

of course john has fun

0.6
0.2 0.1

0.1

Decoder

Encoder
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Left-to-right Decoding
Encoder-Decoder with Attention

h1 h2 h3 h4

x1 x2 x3 x4

natürlich hat john spaß

+

s1 s2 s3 s4 s5

y1 y2 y3 y4 y5

of course john has fun

0.1
0.1 0.7

0.1

Decoder

Encoder
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Published as a conference paper at ICLR 2015

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Four sample alignments found by RNNsearch-50. The x-axis and y-axis of each plot
correspond to the words in the source sentence (English) and the generated translation (French),
respectively. Each pixel shows the weight ↵

ij

of the annotation of the j-th source word for the i-th
target word (see Eq. (6)), in grayscale (0: black, 1: white). (a) an arbitrary sentence. (b–d) three
randomly selected samples among the sentences without any unknown words and of length between
10 and 20 words from the test set.

One of the motivations behind the proposed approach was the use of a fixed-length context vector
in the basic encoder–decoder approach. We conjectured that this limitation may make the basic
encoder–decoder approach to underperform with long sentences. In Fig. 2, we see that the perfor-
mance of RNNencdec dramatically drops as the length of the sentences increases. On the other hand,
both RNNsearch-30 and RNNsearch-50 are more robust to the length of the sentences. RNNsearch-
50, especially, shows no performance deterioration even with sentences of length 50 or more. This
superiority of the proposed model over the basic encoder–decoder is further confirmed by the fact
that the RNNsearch-30 even outperforms RNNencdec-50 (see Table 1).

6

Visualizing Attention

(Example from Bahdanau, Cho & Bengiol: “Neural Machine Translation by Jointly Learning to Align and Translate”)



Visualizing Attention

(From on-line system at http://104.131.78.120)

Neural MT with “Attention”Published as a conference paper at ICLR 2015
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Sentence length
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RNNsearch-50

RNNsearch-30

RNNenc-50

RNNenc-30

Figure 2: The BLEU scores
of the generated translations
on the test set with respect
to the lengths of the sen-
tences. The results are on
the full test set which in-
cludes sentences having un-
known words to the models.

2012 and news-test-2013 to make a development (validation) set, and evaluate the models on the test
set (news-test-2014) from WMT ’14, which consists of 3003 sentences not present in the training
data.

After a usual tokenization6, we use a shortlist of 30,000 most frequent words in each language to
train our models. Any word not included in the shortlist is mapped to a special token ([UNK]). We
do not apply any other special preprocessing, such as lowercasing or stemming, to the data.

4.2 MODELS

We train two types of models. The first one is an RNN Encoder–Decoder (RNNencdec, Cho et al.,
2014a), and the other is the proposed model, to which we refer as RNNsearch. We train each model
twice: first with the sentences of length up to 30 words (RNNencdec-30, RNNsearch-30) and then
with the sentences of length up to 50 word (RNNencdec-50, RNNsearch-50).

The encoder and decoder of the RNNencdec have 1000 hidden units each.7 The encoder of the
RNNsearch consists of forward and backward recurrent neural networks (RNN) each having 1000
hidden units. Its decoder has 1000 hidden units. In both cases, we use a multilayer network with a
single maxout (Goodfellow et al., 2013) hidden layer to compute the conditional probability of each
target word (Pascanu et al., 2014).

We use a minibatch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm together with Adadelta (Zeiler,
2012) to train each model. Each SGD update direction is computed using a minibatch of 80 sen-
tences. We trained each model for approximately 5 days.

Once a model is trained, we use a beam search to find a translation that approximately maximizes the
conditional probability (see, e.g., Graves, 2012; Boulanger-Lewandowski et al., 2013). Sutskever
et al. (2014) used this approach to generate translations from their neural machine translation model.

For more details on the architectures of the models and training procedure used in the experiments,
see Appendices A and B.

5 RESULTS

5.1 QUANTITATIVE RESULTS

In Table 1, we list the translation performances measured in BLEU score. It is clear from the table
that in all the cases, the proposed RNNsearch outperforms the conventional RNNencdec. More
importantly, the performance of the RNNsearch is as high as that of the conventional phrase-based
translation system (Moses), when only the sentences consisting of known words are considered.
This is a significant achievement, considering that Moses uses a separate monolingual corpus (418M
words) in addition to the parallel corpora we used to train the RNNsearch and RNNencdec.

6 We used the tokenization script from the open-source machine translation package, Moses.
7 In this paper, by a ’hidden unit’, we always mean the gated hidden unit (see Appendix A.1.1).

5

(From Bahdanau, Cho & Bengiol: “Neural Machine Translation by Jointly Learning to Align and Translate”)

max lengths of training data

Challenges with NMT

Training: Lot’s of parameters to learn
• 2 x E one-hot to embedding (e.g. 50000 · 512) 
• W embedding to hidden (e.g. 512 · 1024)
• U hidden to hidden (e.g. 1024 · 1024)
• C context (2 x hidden) to hidden (e.g. 2048 · 1024) 
• V hidden to one-hot (e.g. 1024 · 50000) 

Fixed (small) vocabulary size
• usually ≦ 50,000 types

Convergence and overfitting
• stochastic training procedures, overfits on (small) data

Decoding with NMTs

Greedy search
• generate tokens left-to-right
• select token with highest probability (softmax layer)
• stop at <eos> symbol

Sampling-based
• same as greedy but sample from probability distribution

Beam search
• maintain k-best hypotheses at each time step
• usually small beam (k ≦10) 



Beam Search DecodingDecoding

approximative search/2: beam
search

maintain list of K hypotheses
(beam)
at each time step, expand each
hypothesis k: p(yk

i

|S, yk
<i

)

select K hypotheses with
highest total probability:

Y

i

p(yk
i

|S, yk
<i

)

hello 0.946

0.056

world 0.957

0.100

World 0.010

4.632

. 0.030

3.609

! 0.928

0.175

... 0.014

4.384

<eos> 0.999

3.609

world 0.684

5.299

HI 0.007

4.920

<eos> 0.994

4.390

Hey 0.006

5.107

<eos> 0.999

0.175

0

K = 3

relatively efficient . . . beam expansion parallelisable
currently default search strategy in neural machine translation
small beam (K ⇡ 10) offers good speed-quality trade-off
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Ensemble Decoding

Combine several models
• reduce overfitting problems
• merge information from different training steps or from 

different models

Depending on compatibility of models
• average log-probabilities
• merge hypotheses from different models

Gains are usually significant!

Subword-Level NMT

Handling morphology and unknown words
• morpheme-level translation / generation
• unsupervised chunks (BPE, morfessor, ...)
• character-level MT

“Hybrid” models
• back-off to characters for unknown words
• different segmentation levels in source and target
• combined representations for different units / properties

Subword-Level NMTExamples

system sentence
source health research institutes
reference Gesundheitsforschungsinstitute
word-level (with back-off) Forschungsinstitute
character bigrams Fo|rs|ch|un|gs|in|st|it|ut|io|ne|n
BPE Gesundheits|forsch|ungsin|stitute
source rakfisk
reference ракфиска (rakfiska)
word-level (with back-off) rakfisk ! UNK ! rakfisk
character bigrams ra|kf|is|k ! ра|кф|ис|к (ra|kf|is|k)
BPE rak|f|isk ! рак|ф|иска (rak|f|iska)
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Domain-Adaptation using Synthetic Data

Back-translated monolingual data sets
• translate target language in-domain data into source
• add to training dataEvaluation: WMT 15 English!German

syntax-based parallel +monolingual +synthetic

0.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

24.4 23.6 24.6
26.5

24.4 23.624.4

B
LE

U

(NMT systems are ensemble of 4)
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Evaluation: WMT 15 German!English

PBSMT parallel +synthetic +synth-ens4

0.0

10.0

20.0

30.0 29.3
26.7

30.4
31.6

29.3
26.7

29.3

B
LE

U
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English - German German - English

Label Bias Problem

Mismatch between training time and test time
• correct target history in training
• predicted target history during testing

Rerank with reversed model
• train a model with target reversed
• rerank n-best list with reversed model

Putting it all together ...Putting it all together: WMT16 Results

EN!CS EN!DE EN!RO EN!RU CS!EN DE!EN RO!EN RU!EN
0.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

B
LE

U

parallel data +synthetic data +ensemble +R2L reranking
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Some other extensions ...



Linguistic Features

Factors on tokens (like factored PB-SMT)
• concatenate embeddings of linguistic features
• distribute over subword-segments

Results: BLEU "

English!German German!English English!Romanian

0.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

27.8
31.4

23.8

28.4

32.9

24.8

33.1

37.5

28.2

33.2

38.5

29.2

B
LE

U

baseline
all features
baseline (+synthetic data)
all features (+synthetic data)
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Results: BLEU "
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Multilingual Machine Translation

The effect of multiple languages
• positive language transfer
• increased abstraction
• zero-shot translation (without explicit parallel train-data)

(3) MULTILINGUAL TRANSLATION
50

Topics: Positive Language Transfer
• Does knowing one language F very well help learn a new language E?
• Unsolved question for both humans and machines…

Multilingual Machine Translation

meaning

individual models

meaning

multilingual model

Tiedemann Multilingual Supervision for NLU 5

sequence. Attention is typically fully integrated in the end-to-end network and its parameters are
learned during training together with the entire model as illustrated in Figure 1. More details and
variants can be found in the background literature (Bahdanau et al., 2015).

meaning meaning

individual models multilingual model

Figure 2: Multilingual machine translation with shared parameters compared to individual models
with bilingually trained encodings.

An interesting aspect is that these models are typically trained on bilingual parallel corpora
optimizing the activations and representations of the network in terms of the specific task of translating
between the two given languages. This means that the network can relax its abstraction capabilities in
cases where deeper analyses are not necessary to propose proper translations. Our hypotheses is that
we can force the network to increase its abstraction when including multiple languages with a large
diversity in their morphosyntactic and lexical appearance. Consider the following example to see how
the complexity of translations may differ for individual language pairs:

English I don’t know what to say.
Danish Jeg ved ikke, hvad jeg skal sige.
Norwegian Jeg vet ikke hva jeg skal si.
German Ich finde keine Worte.
Dutch Ik heb er geen woorden voor.

English, Danish and Swedish use very similar constructions and for a translation model it is sufficient to
find simple word level translations. Between Danish and Norwegian we can even go to sub-word-level
translations and model the mapping on character levels. However, German and Dutch use very different
idiomatic translations in the examples given (literally: “I don’t find/have any words for this”). Training
a system on all these examples forces a system to come up with stronger abstractions when encoding
any of these sentences because it has to consider non-literal translations as well.

Assuming that the general notion of semantic equivalence is given in all training examples, we
then hope to converge to a truly abstract meaning representation. For this, we require shared context
representations coming from the encoder and decoder trained in a multilingual setup. Figure 2
illustrates the idea behind multilingual models with shared representations compared to indvidual
bilingual models. Training encoder-decoder models with different linguistic objectives will push the
internal encoding towards more abstract representations to accommodate all the different grammatical
aspects of the languages involved.

Related work has looked at multilingual machine translation focusing on one to many settings
(Dong et al., 2015) or even completely multilingual models (Luong et al., 2015). Firat et al. (2016)

Image Caption Generation

Attention model

attention model also works with images:

[Cho et al., 2015]
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Abstract

Translating in real-time, a.k.a. simultane-
ous translation, outputs translation words
before the input sentence ends, which is a
challenging problem for conventional ma-
chine translation methods. We propose a
neural machine translation (NMT) frame-
work for simultaneous translation in which
an agent learns to make decisions on when
to translate from the interaction with a
pre-trained NMT environment. To trade
off quality and delay, we extensively ex-
plore various targets for delay and design
a method for beam-search applicable in
the simultaneous MT setting. Experiments
against state-of-the-art baselines on two
language pairs demonstrate the efficacy
of the proposed framework both quantita-
tively and qualitatively.1

1 Introduction

Simultaneous translation, the task of translating
content in real-time as it is produced, is an im-
portant tool for real-time understanding of spoken
lectures or conversations (Fügen et al., 2007; Ban-
galore et al., 2012). Different from the typical
machine translation (MT) task, in which transla-
tion quality is paramount, simultaneous translation
requires balancing the trade-off between transla-
tion quality and time delay to ensure that users
receive translated content in an expeditious man-
ner (Mieno et al., 2015). A number of methods
have been proposed to solve this problem, mostly
in the context of phrase-based machine translation.
These methods are based on a segmenter, which
receives the input one word at a time, then decides
when to send it to a MT system that translates each

1Code and data can be found at https://github.
com/nyu-dl/dl4mt-simul-trans.
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Figure 1: Example output from the proposed
framework in DE ! EN simultaneous transla-
tion. The heat-map represents the soft alignment
between the incoming source sentence (left, up-
to-down) and the emitted translation (top, left-
to-right). The length of each column represents
the number of source words being waited for be-
fore emitting the translation. Best viewed when
zoomed digitally.

segment independently (Oda et al., 2014) or with a
minimal amount of language model context (Ban-
galore et al., 2012).

Independently of simultaneous translation, ac-
curacy of standard MT systems has greatly im-
proved with the introduction of neural-network-
based MT systems (NMT) (Sutskever et al., 2014;
Bahdanau et al., 2014). Very recently, there have
been a few efforts to apply NMT to simultane-
ous translation either through heuristic modifica-
tions to the decoding process (Cho and Esipova,
2016), or through the training of an independent
segmentation network that chooses when to per-
form output using a standard NMT model (Satija
and Pineau, 2016). However, the former model
lacks a capability to learn the appropriate timing
with which to perform translation, and the latter
model uses a standard NMT model as-is, lack-
ing a holistic design of the modeling and learning
within the simultaneous MT context. In addition,
neither model has demonstrated gains over previ-
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Learn to wait and read until it’s time to write ...

(Gu et al., EACL 2017)

The Bumpy History of MT Research

1.5 SUMMARY 15

Machine Translation and the Roller Coaster of History

in neighbouring disciplines.

As one moves nearer to the present, views of history are less clear and more subjective.
Chapter 10 will describe what we think are the most interesting and important technical
innovations. As regards the practical and commercial application of MT systems. The
systems that were on the market in the late 1970s have had their ups and downs, but for
commercial and marketing reasons, rather than scientific or technical reasons, and a num-
ber of the research projects which were started in the 1970s and 1980s have led to working,
commercially available systems. This should mean that MT is firmly established, both as
an area of legitimate research, and a useful application of technology. But researching and
developing MT systems is a difficult task both technically, and in terms of management,
organization and infrastructure, and it is an expensive task, in terms of time, personnel, and
money. From a technical point of view, there are still fundamental problems to address.
However, all of this is the topic of the remainder of this book.

1.5 Summary

This chapter has given an outline of the rest of the book, and given a potted history of
MT. It has also tried to lay a few ghosts, in the form of misconceptions which haunt the
enterprise. Above all we hope to convince the reader that MT is possible and potentially
useful, despite current limitations.

15

(image from Arnold, 2008: “Machine Translation: An Introductory Guide”
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